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1. A fire suppression system comprising a reservoir to contain a fire suppressant material, said reservoir having an outlet, at least one nozzle from which the suppressant is delivered;

    a valve joining the reservoir outlet and said nozzle, said valve including a movable valve member and a seat cooperating therewith, said valve member being movable from a closed position with respect to said seat preventing communication between said reservoir and said nozzle, to an open position permitting the flow of said material from said reservoir to said nozzle;

    an actuator operatively associated with said valve to selectively cause movement of said valve member from said closed position to said open position, and wherein said actuator maintains a fluid under pressure to maintain said valve member in said closed position, said actuator being operable to vent said fluid to lower the pressure therein and permitting said valve member to move to said open position,

    said valve being a diaphragm valve having a diaphragm member operatively associated with said seat, one side of said diaphragm member being exposed to said fluid under pressure to maintain the diaphragm in a closed position with respect to said seat, the other side of said diaphragm being partly exposed to said fluid under pressure, coupling means joining said reservoir outlet with said valve, and duct means
joining said coupling with said actuator so that said coupling receives said fluid under pressure,

and a check valve disposed between said duct means and said coupling means preventing flow from said coupling means in a reverse direction towards said actuator.
The following statement is a full description of this invention, including the best method of performing it known to me/us:-
ABSTRACT

FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS

A fire suppression system (40) in which fire suppressant material is contained in a reservoir (41), the reservoir having an outlet and a system containing one or more nozzles (42) from which the suppressant is delivered for fire suppressant purposes.

The system incorporates a valve (43) between the reservoir outlet and the nozzle(s) (42) the valve including a movable valve member (57) and a valve seat (58) which cooperates with the movable member (57). The valve member (57) is movable from a closed position with respect to the valve seat (58) preventing communication of suppressant between the reservoir (41) and the nozzle(s) (42) to an open position permitting flow of the suppressant from the reservoir (41) to the nozzle(s) (42).

An actuator (46, 47, 48, 49) is provided to selectively open and close the aforesaid valve member (57). The actuator (46, 47, 48, 49) maintains a fluid (preferably nitrogen) under pressure to maintain the valve member (57) in the closed position and is operable to vent the fluid to lower the pressure in the valve (43), thus permitting the valve member (57) to open. A coupling arrangement (53) joins the reservoir outlet to the valve (43) such that suppressant under pressure is conducted from the reservoir (41) through the coupling member (53). A check valve (52) is located between the duct through which fluid is conducted from the actuator (46, 47, 48, 49) into the system and the coupling device (53) through which suppressant is conducted from the reservoir (41) into the system. This check valve (52) prevents flow from the coupling device (53) in a reverse direction towards the actuator.
FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention relates to fire suppression systems and more particularly to such systems as are useful in underground locations such as mines and also in the protection of heavy earth moving equipment where engines can cost between $A500,000 and $A1,000,000 and braking systems are also in need of protection against fire.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Conventional such fire suppression systems incorporate a cylinder containing fire suppressant foam under pressure with an actuator head in physical contact with the cylinder and a pneumatic actuator to activate the actuator head when use of the pressurised foam for fire suppressant purposes is required. The system also utilizes a series of heat sensitive sensors in the region where fire suppression may be required, which region may be somewhat removed from the location of the cylinder and actuator. This conventional system has proven, in some circumstances, to be very dangerous. Physical interference with the actuator head has resulted in severe injuries to people engaged in that activity. In any event, a 3 to 5% failure rate of installed equipment has arisen, since fine adjustments necessary in the actuator head have proven too critical. Obviously such a system which fails to operate in a fire situation is highly undesirable. A further problem which has arisen with this conventional fire suppression system is that the pneumatic actuator may be activated by local heat, leading to the spraying of foam in a remote area where no fire is evident.

OBJECT OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of this invention to provide an improved fire suppression system.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

This invention in one broad form provides a fire suppression system comprising a reservoir to contain a fire suppressant material, said reservoir having an outlet, at least one nozzle from which the suppressant is delivered;

a valve joining the reservoir outlet and said nozzle, said valve including a movable valve member and a seat cooperating therewith, said valve member being movable from a closed position with respect to said seat preventing communication between said reservoir and said nozzle, and
an open position permitting the flow of said material from said reservoir to said nozzle;

an actuator operatively associated with said valve to selectively cause movement of said valve member from said closed position to said open position, and wherein said actuator maintains a fluid under pressure to maintain said valve member in said closed position, said actuator being operable to vent said fluid to lower the pressure therein and permitting said valve member to move to said open position.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

A preferred form of the present invention will now be described by way of example with reference to the accompanying drawings wherein:

Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of a fire suppression system for heavy earth working equipment; and

Figures 2 to 4 are schematic illustrations of a modification of the system of Figure 1, with Figure 2 illustrating portion of the system in a charged configuration, and Figure 4 illustrating the same system when activated.

Line 20 is connected between foam agent tank 2 via conventional hydraulic coupling 3 to one side 9 of diaphragm valve 4. The function of hydraulic coupling 3 is to remove agent from tank 2.

Line 10 is connected between manually operable actuator unit 5 and the top 6 of diaphragm valve 4. A branch 10A of line 10 extends to sensors in the form of sprinkler bulbs 7, 8.

Line 30 extends from the second side 9A of diaphragm valve 4 to spray nozzles 11.

In operation, line 10 is first charged with nitrogen to close the moving member (not shown) of diaphragm valve 4. Line 20 is then charged with nitrogen up to the closed moving member of diaphragm valve 4.

When heat occasions actuation of sprinkler bulbs 7, 8, the pressure in line 10, 10A is reduced, thus opening diaphragm valve 4 whereby foam agent from tank 2 is directed through line 30 to exit through spray nozzles 11.

Manual operation of the unit can be effected through the actuator unit 5, thus releasing pressure from valve 4 whereby foam agent from tank 2 is directed through line 30 to exit through spray nozzles 11.

The system of this invention therefore provides an arrangement which involves a minimum number of parts with no necessity to manually
adjust pressure in the foam agent tank. The system is simple and effective and far more safe than conventional such systems.

In Figures 2 to 4, there is schematically depicted a heavy vehicle fire suppression system 40. The system 40 includes a cylinder 41 containing an agent to be delivered to nozzles 42 in the case of fire. Passage of the agent to the nozzles 42 is governed via a valve assembly 43, with the valve assembly 43 being connected to the nozzles 42 by means of a conduit 44. The valve assembly 43 includes, in this preferred embodiment, a diaphragm valve 45. However it should be appreciated that other valve assemblies may be employed such as a piston or spool valve. The valve assembly 43 is in turn controlled by any one or combination of actuators 46 to 49. One or more of the actuators 46 to 49 is connected to the diaphragm valve 45 by means of a conduit 50, engaging a T-junction 51. The T-junction apart from connecting the conduit 50 and diaphragm 45, is attached to a charging valve 52A and a check valve 53.

The cylinder 41, check valve 52A and diaphragm valve 45 are joined by a connection assembly 53, upon which there is also mounted a content gauge 54.

Once the system 40 has been assembled, the system upstream of the diaphragm 45 is charged with nitrogen. That is any one or more of the actuators 46 to 49, the conduits 50 and 55, the connection assembly 53 and the upstream portion of the diaphragm valve 45. The pressure applied to the diaphragm 56 by the nitrogen under pressure, maintains the movable valve member 57, of the diaphragm valve 45, sealingly in contact with the annular valve seat 58.

The actuators 46 to 49 are provided to selectively vent the nitrogen to atmosphere. When the nitrogen is vented to atmosphere, the pressure in the chamber 59 is lowered permitting the diaphragm 56 to be deflected from the position shown in Figure 2, to the position shown in Figure 4. This is achieved by the pressure maintained within the annular cavity 60 on the other side of the diaphragm 56. In this regard it should be appreciated that the check valve 52A prevents pressure escaping in a reverse direction from the connection assembly 53 to the conduit 55.

Once the movable valve member 57 has been unseated with respect to its seat 58, the agent from the cylinder 41 flows to the nozzles 42, as illustrated in Figure 4.

The actuator 46 is manually operated and includes a gauge 61 to provide an indication of the pressure of the nitrogen in the system 40.
Downstream of the gauge 61 is a manually operated valve 62 which connects to an outlet 63. The operator by manipulation of the valve 62, vents the nitrogen to atmosphere via the outlet 63.

The actuator 47 includes a solenoid spool valve 64A which is operated by one of two switches 64, 65. The switches 64 and 65 electrically connect the valve 64A to an electric supply (battery) 66. For example, the switch 65 could be palm operated and the switch 64 foot operated.

Solenoid spool valve 64A in the closed position retains the fluid (nitrogen) pressure in chamber 59, which in turn holds diaphragm valve 45 in the closed position. When solenoid spool valve 64A is in the open position, fluid (nitrogen) from chamber 59 is vented, allowing diaphragm valve 45 to open, thus allowing suppressant from tank 41 to be expelled through nozzle 42.

The actuator 48 is one or more bulb type sprinklers 67. Upon heat being applied to the bulb, the bulb fractures, venting the nitrogen to atmosphere.

The actuator 49 includes a polypropylene tube 68 which if subjected to fire melts and vents the nitrogen to atmosphere.

The nitrogen charging nipple 52 includes a fusible link 69 which melts at a predetermined temperature. Accordingly if the area in the vicinity of the nipple 52 is subjected to fire, the fusible link 69 will melt venting the nitrogen to atmosphere. Accordingly the system 10 is then activated.
The claims defining the invention are as follows:

1. A fire suppression system comprising a reservoir to contain a fire suppressant material, said reservoir having an outlet, at least one nozzle from which the suppressant is delivered;

   a valve joining the reservoir outlet and said nozzle, said valve including a movable valve member and a seat cooperating therewith, said valve member being movable from a closed position with respect to said seat preventing communication between said reservoir and said nozzle, to an open position permitting the flow of said material from said reservoir to said nozzle;

   an actuator operatively associated with said valve to selectively cause movement of said valve member from said closed position to said open position, and wherein said actuator maintains a fluid under pressure to maintain said valve member in said closed position, said actuator being operable to vent said fluid to lower the pressure therein and permitting said valve member to move to said open position,

   said valve being a diaphragm valve having a diaphragm member operatively associated with said seat, one side of said diaphragm member being exposed to said fluid under pressure to maintain the diaphragm in a closed position with respect to said seat, the other side of said diaphragm being partly exposed to said fluid under pressure, coupling means joining said reservoir outlet with said valve, and duct means joining said coupling with said actuator so that said coupling receives said fluid under pressure,

   and a check valve disposed between said duct means and said coupling means preventing flow from said coupling means in a reverse direction towards said actuator.

2. The system of claim 1, further including a fluid charging means to deliver the fluid under pressure to a position adjacent said check valve so that said fluid under pressure passes through said check valve to said coupling means.

3. The system of claim 2 wherein said fluid charging means includes a fusible link adapted to melt at a predetermined temperature to vent said fluid to atmosphere, thereby permitting evacuation of said suppressant from said reservoir via said at least one nozzle.

4. The system of claim 3 wherein said actuator includes a manually operable valve.
5. The system of claim 3 wherein said actuator is a solenoid valve having a closed and an open position, with said solenoid valve in said open position permitting said fluid to be vented to atmosphere.

6. The system of claim 3 wherein said actuator is a bulb type sprinkler.

7. The system of claim 3, wherein said actuator includes a closure member which melts at a predetermined temperature, to vent said fluid to atmosphere.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein said closure member is a tube of plastics material.

9. The system of claim 3, wherein said fluid is nitrogen.

10. A fire suppression system substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to the accompanying drawings.
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